
The Issue: How can your company improve and extend
Diesel Particulate Filter (DPF) maintenance 
intervals in your fleet?

The Details:  Every company running diesel particulate filters (DPFs) must build in time and expenses to 
maintain their equipment.  Engine manufacturers vary on the recommended cleaning or 
replacement intervals for their engines:

Caterpillar:  250,000 miles / 5,000 hours
Cummins: 300,000 miles / 4,500 hours
Detroit Diesel: 300,000 miles / 9,000 hours
International: 200,000 miles / 6,500 hours
Mack: 250,000 miles / 4,500 hours
Volvo: 250,000 miles / 4,500 hours

When ash levels increase within the DPF, cleaning or replacement will be necessary as 
significant engine performance deterioration can impact the engine’s operation.  For example, 
Detroit Diesel considers 3” - 3.5” of ash in the filter to be full.   Once the DPF is determined to 
be full of ash, it must be replaced at a cost of $2,300 to $8,000 per unit plus the time to pull 
the truck out of service, not to mention the lost revenue.  Is there a proven solution to extend 
a DPFs life and reduce costly regeneration cycles?

The Answer: Orion 5000-EL Engine and Fuel Lubricant, when used in both the crankcase oil and diesel 
fuel consistently, has been proven to reduce particulate matter and increase the life of Diesel 
Particulate Filters.  Orion 5000-EL cleans and lubricates the engine, allowing improved 
combustion by reducing carbon and thereby reducing particulates.  The reduction of 
particulates assists in the reduction of ash and regeneration cycles, and thus increases the 
longevity of DPFs.  

The Facts: Orion 5000-EL took part in a field study with Precision Motor Transport Group, an over the 
road trucking company and a regular Orion 5000-EL user, with the assistance of Detroit 
Diesel.  The DPFs had never been cleaned prior to inspection by Detroit Diesel.  The results:

 
Tractors: 2009 Western Star Tractors - 6 (Detroit Diesel Power)
Average Miles: 546,497 Miles
Average Ash Level: .54 Inches

Detroit Diesel categorizes ash content of less than 1.5” as a “clean” DPF.  The filters were 
simply reattached to each tractor without any cleaning.  As one Detroit Diesel representative 
has stated, this result was “unheard of” in their experience.

The Solution: Orion 5000-EL Engine and Fuel Lubricant!  Clean and lubricate your way to 
savings by reducing your engine’s particulate matter and extend the life of your DPFs 
by using Orion 5000-EL!
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